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It's 2019, and no matter how overly hipster your friend wants to tweet otherwise, mobile apps are as much a part of our lives as the ever-increasing price of your morning latte. With over 2 million apps to choose from, the tech-y possibilities are endless - but your precious phone battery definitely isn't. So how do you know
which ones you really should have? If your idea is fun trying each app until you find the perfect combination to meet your everyday needs, go straight ahead. But for those who don't want to spend time scrolling through the App Store, we've put together a list of mobile apps to keep your day running smoothly, from waking
up to sleep. GET OFF TO A GOOD STARTAlarmy Cost: FreeBy now, we know that pressing the snooze button for a few extra zzz doesn't really give you any more energy, and can start your morning at a pretty unproductive pace. So if you absolutely hate waking up in the morning, what should you do? Enter Alarmy, an
app that will get the butt out of bed - literally. There are three separate ways to turn off overly annoying alarms: shake, decide, or snap. Shaking your phone like a salt shaker for a given number of reps gives your forearm a mini workout and gets your blood flowing, making going back to sleep kinda impossible. Solving a
mathematical problem? Easy for some, harder for others, but it still gets your brain cells kicking (and by far the best alternative to scrolling through social media first thing in the morning). But the real gain is the snap feature where you have to take a picture of a predetermined place in your home. By the time you finish
one of them, you're not sleeping. Screenshot via Keelo/ShutterstockKeeloCost: A free, premium plan for $12.99/monthBetween walking, driving, or taking public transport to the gym and back, battling for a turn on a squat car, and trying not to embarrass yourself in front of An Arnold Schwarzenegger-bodybuilder-types,
walking into the gym in the morning seems like a hard pass. Fortunately, Keelo avoids all the headaches in the life of the gym, while at the same time giving you more energy for the rest of the day through high-intensity, sweat-inducing workouts that can be done no hassle, no questionable gym hygiene, just you and your
sweat. And the best part, workout under 20 minutes - perfect for compression before you start your day. Dark SkyCost: $3.99Getting caught in a storm of fun in rom-coms, but not much when you sprint home through puddles of water without an umbrella. With Dark Sky on your phone, however, there are no more
excuses for not knowing what will fall from the sky, or the temperature, or anything else regarding the atmosphere. Named as a hyperlocal weather app that uses robot technology for Weather, Dark Sky gives you the exact minute when it will start raining in the exact place you are now. Screenshot via Stop, Breathe and
Think / Breathe in and think cost: Free, premium memberships are $9.99/month when the day hits 2pm, you're tired, distracted, and generally cranky. But this app provides a quick and accessible guided meditation for your body and mind. Easy to use, Stop, Breathe and Think are built for all levels of meditators, from
beginners to professionals. A textual introduction to the app gives beginners the opportunity to learn the basics of meditation. During guided meditations, vivid images and relaxing sound help users adjust the noise of everyday life. So whether you're reeling from a collision with a colleague or exhausted on the subway
home from work, stop, breathe and think can give you inner peace, you need to go through the rest of the day. Things 3Cost: $9.99 (for iPhone) Let's face it, there are hundreds of apps that will help you manage your hectic workflow, but none is as thoughtful and flat out customizable as things. Whether it's collecting your
thoughts or being organized for the week ahead, things are a modern to-do list that lets you set timers and add events to your calendar in just a few taps. Use this Evening to separate cases that you can check at home, easily drag and reset items from one day or list to another, and add headlines to break down larger
projects into smaller tasks. In the top, the Things app has a very minimalist design that makes your calendar feel less cluttered already. It's all about how you FINISHScreenshot through Cocktail Flow/ShutterstockCocktail FlowCost: Free, premium subscription $4.99/monthEnjoying strong drink at happy hour is fun.
Chilling in your home after a long, tiring day at the table is also fun. Combine two competing desires with Cocktail Flow, an app that will teach you how to come up with a delicious drink right in the comfort of your own kitchen. Search recipes by category, both strength and even color, and filter on any basic spirit you have
at home. The free app saves you the cost of tipping the bartender, and puts hundreds of different cocktail recipes right at your fingertips to create a tiny happy hour on your own - minus the crowds. Just WatchCost: FreeKeeping with all the new releases on Netflix, Hulu, Amazon Prime, HBO, etc., is tiring. And while it's
tempting to give up and just watch Martin's reruns, Just Watch allows you to instantly check which titles have been added to each streaming service without the hassle of scrolling through home screens yourself. Updated weekly, the app interface is simple and fast; just choose which streaming services you subscribe to
and filter out the results by genre, date, and popularity. The days of IDK that watch will disappear (although finding the name of both you and your roommate can agree on are still upon you). PzizzCost: Free, pro subscription $9.99 /monthEven after the longest days, it can still be difficult relax, and turn off all the
distracting thoughts that keep us awake. To do this, there is Pzizz, a sleeper app that uses music, music, sound effects, and a soothing voiceover to make sure you fall asleep quickly, stay in your REM cycle, and wake up feeling like a new person. Using advanced algorithms (which we won't even try to explain here),
Pzizz creates a personalized soundtrack that is slightly different every night, teaching your mind to associate these sounds with the rest of the sleep. The best free apps to run do exactly what they say on the tin: they're free and will help you with your launch. Nothing better, isn't it? With more people than ever working in
locking - and the fact that some of the most popular and previously free run apps are now charging for some of their services, finding a free alternative is a great way to keep on track. According to one report, not only are we doing more running, we're also talking about running more - in March, 34 million people
discussed pavement-pounding pastime on social media and 207K sharing running stats from exercise apps - like figures that are larger than January and February combined. The national lock forced us from gym to garden, outdoors, trying to find a way to stay active and necessary - running seems to have picked up the
cake in terms of affordability and scalability. Thank you, run! But, know how to run, how can you actually keep it? From motivational walking plans to route trackers, navigation tools and lumberjacks, we've put together 8 of the best free apps to run to help you get into your next PB - including one that had a 92% jump in
downloads for 2019. Vausa. The advert - Continue reading below 1 Couch to 5k Each of your dentist's aunts seems to be flirting with the idea of doing Couch up to 5k - runs a plan that gets novice runners and never run until runners are able to run a full 5k. and, according to the BBC, more than 858,000 downloaded the
app (supported by the NHS) between March and June. This is a whopping 92% increase from a year earlier! This app has five different trainers to motivate you on your way - as well as telling you when to run and when to walk - including comedians Sarah Millican, radio host Joe Whiley and Olympian Michael Johnson.
Wow. The program can be completed in guided 9 weeks or longer if you want, and this app will help you keep going when stopping seems like the easiest option. There's a break bell when you're halfway so you know to turn around and complete the loop, before and after the rating system to track your motivation, and
easily follow the countdown timer so you always know how long is left of each run. iOS/ANDROID 2 Map My Run Map My Run, an armor-running app, has many features to make your experience smoother than ever. It connects to several wearable devices - including Health, Apple Watch, Garmin, Fitbit, Jawbone, and
more - this means you can only go with a fitness tracker, safe knowing that your stats are still being recorded. The app also offers real-time audio coaching on GPS-tracked GPS-tracked with a variable voice for statistics like pace, distance and height. iOS/ANDROID 3 Adidas Runtastic You may have Adidas sneakers,
but have you ever tried their running app? Well, if you don't, it's lace, because there are so many interesting features that you should take advantage of from distance, time, speed, height and calorie tracking on audio feedback, targeted problems and customizable targets. Oh, and they even go even further, tracking how
many miles you've run in sneakers and letting you know when it's a good time to start thinking about investing in a new pair. They literally thought about everything. Welcome, Adidas. iOS/ANDROID 4 Runkeeper Runkeeper from ASICS does a lot. It can track your runs, set goals to run farther and faster, listen to audio
stats telling you your pace, distance and time, follow a personalized plan that keeps you improving and join the virtual task app. Best bit? The app syncs with wearable devices so you can leave your phone at home and only go with the Apple Watch and still track your stats. iOS/ANDROID 5 Nike Run Club Nike Run Club
describe this app as your perfect partner works, and TBH, we have to agree with them. Tracking and shop works in their easy to navigate super-aesthetic app, make good use of GPS to keep you on route, listen to audio coaching and set weekly, monthly, or custom distance problems, as well as bespoke coaching plans
to make sure you keep breaking down your goals. While the trophies and icons you collect for new achievements can be virtual, they still mean the world to us. Beat it! iOS/ANDROID 6 Running Distance Tracking - Planned as the most accurate running app available Running Distance Tracker - tracks your pace, calories,
heart rate, and of course distance. Use GPS to find new work routes, take a look at your time and speed disintegrates, as well as pulse and effort zones and listen for customizable voice feedback so you know how you're going. There are paid options in the app, but the basics - and they're really the only ones you need -
are free. That's all that matters. iOS/ANDROID 7 Endomondo If you want to sync with other apps, set goals to break up, take on problems and get social with other mates running, Endomondo can be the app for you. Featuring all the classics: run tracking, audio coaching, workout resumes, personal best notifications you
can also add fun extras like documenting a particularly good (or hard) work with the image, scrolling through your friends' workouts and commenting on keeping them going! There is a premium option, but everything we have listed above, completely, Free. Winner. iOS/ANDROID 8 Run Coach Run Coach does what he
says on tin: It trains you through and between runs to make you a better runner. Direct your program as fitness improves, schedule if you miss a run and you need to recalibrate the program, get access to new paces Goals as your abilities increase, sync with your favorite wearable and use well on the hands of trainers if
you have any questions about nutrition or injury. iOS/ANDROID This content is created and supported by a third party, and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io piano.io
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